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Abstract
We fabricated an array-type organic nonvolatile memory device with multilayer graphene
(MLG) film embedded in polyimide (PI) layers. The memory devices showed a high ON/OFF
ratio (over 106 ) and a long retention time (over 104 s). The switching of the Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al
memory devices was due to the presence of the MLG film inserted into the PI layers. The
double-log current–voltage characteristics could be explained by the space-charge-limited
current conduction based on a charge-trap model. A conductive atomic force microscopy
found that the conduction paths in the low-resistance ON state were distributed in a highly
localized area, which was associated with a carbon-rich filamentary switching mechanism.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

and memory devices [15, 19–22]. In particular, graphene
has more flexibility and transmittance in a wavelength range
broader than that of indium tin oxide (ITO) [17, 21, 23,
24]. To broaden the fields of graphene applications, new
studies have been conducted in addition to the research on
the use of graphene for transparent electrodes. Recently,
graphene has been applied to the hole-transport layers of
organic photovoltaic devices, used for active components for
field-effect transistors, and used for memory devices [25–29].
In organic memory devices, active layers that function
as memory layers are important for the operation of
memory devices. To acquire organic materials with memory
characteristics, insulating organic materials are blended
with conducting nanoparticles or embedded with metallic
interlayers because these methods are easier and more
efficient than synthesizing new organic materials and this
kind of fabrication process has also been applied to
inorganic based memory devices [2, 30–36]. Recently Son
et al reported the organic memory devices of structure
of Al/PMMA/graphene/PMMA/ITO on flexible substrate
using graphene film as embedded interlayer [27]. They
demonstrated good memory performance even under bent
conditions. To understand the memory phenomena, more

Organic memory devices have been intensively researched as
the next generation of information storage components due
to their simple fabrication, low cost, and flexibility [1, 2].
In addition, their exceptional electrical memory performance,
such as their low operation voltage and non-destructive
readout, satisfy the strict requirements of emerging memory
device technologies. A fast switching time (tens of
nanoseconds) has been reported in organic memory devices
by Yang’s group [3, 4], however, most organic memory
devices were operating with a slower switching speed [3–7].
Recently developed organic materials in combination with
their fabrication and advanced memory architectures using
stacking or flexible concepts have enabled practical memory
applications [2, 6–16].
Graphene has become an important material that has been
intensively researched because of its transparency, conduction
properties, and solution processability [17, 18]. Various
types of electronic or photonic devices using graphene
electrodes have been introduced in the fields of lightemitting diodes, photovoltaic devices, touch-pad displays,
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Figure 1. The fabrication of Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al memory devices.

fundamental study related to the switching effect should
be conducted. Various methods such as double-log analysis
of current–voltage characteristics, conductive atomic force
microscopy, and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy have
been researched to understand the switching phenomena [27,
37–46].
In this paper, we fabricated organic memory devices in an
8 × 8 crossbar array with multilayer graphene film (MLG) as
interlayer between insulating polyimide (PI) layers. The sheet
resistance of the multilayer graphene synthesized by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) was found to be 920 ± 70 /.
The organic memory devices showed write-once-read-many
(WORM)-type characteristics and an excellent ON/OFF
ratio of over 106 . The memory devices also exhibited
an outstanding cell-to-cell distribution in their cumulative
probability for the ON and OFF states. A retention time
analysis showed stable characteristics without any significant
fluctuation for over 104 s. The embedded MLG film trapped
charges and changed the current state of the memory device
in response to externally applied bias. From the conductive
atomic force microscopy image, we concluded that the ON
current was sustained by localized filamentary paths and the
origin of the filamentary paths was from the rich carbon
within PI/MLG/PI after analyzing energy-dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy.

solvent of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) with a weight
ratio of BPDA-PPD:NMP solvent = 1:2. To enhance the
film uniformity, the bottom Al electrodes were exposed to
UV–ozone for 5 min. Subsequently, the PI solution was
spin-coated onto the Al electrodes on the Si substrate at
2000 rpm for 40 s, followed by soft-baking on a hotplate
at 60 ◦ C for 10 min. The PI film on the Al pad was then
removed and hard-baked on a hotplate at 300 ◦ C for another
30 min (figure 1(b)). The MLG film used as the interlayer
in the PI layers was synthesized in a CVD chamber on
substrates deposited with 300 nm thick Ni at 900 ◦ C under
the flow of Ar gas mixed with 4% H2 , which was achieved by
adding CH4 gas. The substrate was rapidly cooled to room
temperature to suppress the excessive precipitation of the
carbon atoms. The graphene films were then stripped from the
Ni-coated substrate using an aqueous etching solution of iron
chloride (FeCl3 ). The detached graphene film was transferred
onto the PI/Al electrodes on the Si substrate after rinsing
with de-ionized water, as shown in figure 1(c). Next, the
outer region of the graphene film was removed to isolate the
graphene film between the PI layers and avoid leakage paths
through the Al/MLG/Al. Before spin-coating the additional
PI layer onto the MLG/PI/Al on the Si substrate, the substrate
was treated with UV–ozone for 5 min to improve the adhesion
between the MLG film and the PI layer. Next, the second PI
layer was spin-coated and soft-baked on a hotplate at 60 ◦ C for
10 min (figure 1(d)). To expose the bottom Al pads and avoid
forming bypass routes for the current, a section of the upper
PI layer was removed (figure 1(e)). After the final hard-baking
at 300 ◦ C, the top Al electrodes were deposited onto the active
film, as shown in figure 1(f). All electrical measurements were
performed using a semiconductor characterization system
(Keithley 4200-SCS) at room temperature in a N2 -filled glove
box.

2. Experimental details
Figure 1 shows the fabrication process of organic memory
devices with an MLG interlayer in PI layers. The bottom
electrodes (consisting of 50 nm thick Al) were deposited by
an electron beam evaporator on a Si substrate (figure 1(a)). To
fabricate the insulating polymer, biphenyltetracarboxylic acid
dianhydride p-phenylene diamine (BPDA-PPD) was prepared
as the PI precursor. The BPDA-PPD was dissolved in a
2
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Figure 2. (a) An optical image and (b) a Raman spectrum of the MLG film. (c) A schematic of the fabricated Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al memory
devices and the structure of the memory unit cell. (d) A cross-sectional TEM image of a memory device and an HRTEM image of an MLG
film in the memory device (inset).

Figure 3. (a) The I–V curve of an Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al memory device and the I–V curve without an MLG film (inset). (b) A double-log I–V
plot analysis of an Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al memory device.

3. Results and discussion

cell is shown in figure 2(d). Each layer of the active material
in the memory devices could be clearly distinguished in the
TEM image. The thickness of each PI layer was measured to
be ∼80 nm. High-resolution TEM analysis showed that the
MLG film embedded within the PI layers was ∼3 nm thick
(inset of figure 2(d)).

3.1. The characteristics of the MLG film and the structural
analysis of the devices
Figure 2(a) shows an optical image of the graphene film
synthesized by CVD. The light- and dark-colored regions in
the optical image indicate the relatively thinner and thicker
portions of the graphene film, respectively. As shown in the
Raman spectra (figure 2(b)), the graphene film constituting
the organic memory device was multilayered. This was
validated by the result that the G-band peak at ∼1580 cm−1
was higher than the 2D band peak at 2700 cm−1 . Figure 2(c)
shows a schematic of the Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al memory devices
and the structure of the memory unit cell. A cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a memory

3.2. The I–V characteristics and switching mechanism of
memory devices
Figure 3(a) shows the typical current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of the Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al devices. The current of
the devices remained low in the low-voltage region (and in
the high-resistance state (HRS)) and then gradually increased
as the voltage was further increased. The current was then
abruptly increased at a voltage of ∼3.5 V, switching the device
3
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Figure 4. CAFM images of a memory device (a) at HRS and (b) at LRS. EDX analysis of (c) Al and (d) carbon element.

into a low-resistance state (LRS). The second voltage sweep
from 0 to 15 V kept the device in the LRS with no current
transitions and exhibited WORM-type memory characteristics
with a high ON/OFF ratio of over 106 . The WORM-type
memory device is one of the excellent data storage elements
due to its permanent data saving ability without concerns on
unintended data loss [40]. Moreover, WORM memory devices
can be adapted in radio frequency identification devices [47].
Note that in the memory device the memory characteristics
could be different according to the combination of bottom
and top electrodes and interface treatment between metal
electrodes and the active layer [48–52]. This may explain
why WORM behavior was observed in our devices whereas
switchable memory behavior was observed in other types of
device structures [27]. The inset of figure 3(a) shows the
I–V curve in the devices without an MLG interlayer. These
devices behaved as electrically insulated devices with a very
low leakage current and no current transitions. This clearly
proved that the resistive memory of the Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al
devices was due to the presence of the MLG interlayer. The
conducting MLG films in the insulating PI layers may act
as charge-trapping sites [2, 27, 53]. Charge conduction in
organic devices has often been analyzed using a double-log
I–V plot. Figure 3(b) shows a double-log plot analysis of
the memory devices. In the low-voltage region of the OFF
state, the current was linearly proportional to the applied bias
and showed typical ohmic behavior. This phenomenon was
due to the thermally generated free carriers at the interface
between the Al and the PI layer. In the higher-voltage region
(from ∼2.6 to ∼4 V) of the OFF state, the I–V slope of
the fitting line was ∼8 (I ∝ V 8 ). This memory-switching
characteristic could be explained by the space-charge-limited
current (SCLC) conduction based on a trap model [2, 27,
37, 40, 41]. In this high-voltage region, a significantly large
number of charge carriers were injected into the PI layer.

These charge carriers were trapped in the MLG film and
participated in the current transition. The work functions of
Al and MLG film are ∼4.3 eV and ∼4.5 eV, respectively.
The PI layer was used as blocking direct contact between
Al and MLG film. Once the charges are injected into the
insulating film (PI) by applied bias, the charges can be trapped
in the MLG layer because of the difference of potential barrier
between Al and MLG and then penetrate into the second
insulating layer (PI) by sufficiently applied bias. A metallic
layer between the insulating layers generated a local electric
field as it responded to the externally applied bias, and this
local electric field affected the switching behaviors through
charge rearrangement, charge hopping, or filamentary path
formation [2, 27]. After this high-voltage region, the current
state switched to the ON state and showed a slope of 1
(I ∝ V), which implied that the ON current was related to the
filamentary conduction [38, 39].
To support the filamentary switching characteristics of
our memory devices, conductive atomic force microscopy
(CAFM) was used to analyze the current distribution at
each state. A conductive cantilever coated with Pt was used
as a movable top electrode in the CAFM experiment. The
conductive cantilever was scanned over an area of 5 µm ×
5 µm after making the scanned area into the HRS and LRS,
where the read voltage of each state was made to be 2 V.
As shown in figure 4(a), the current value of the HRS was
very low throughout the entire scanned region. However,
several localized current peaks were observed in the LRS
state, as shown in figure 4(b). These localized current peaks
suggested that the ON state was sustained by the highly
localized filamentary conduction paths that formed within
the PI/MLG/PI layers. Filamentary conduction paths can be
generated by metallic filaments formed by metal ions injected
from the metal electrodes or by carbon-rich filaments formed
by the pyrolysis of the polymer with a sufficiently high electric
4
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Figure 5. (a) The retention times of the memory device. (b) The cumulative probability of the memory device.

field due to the applied bias [2]. To determine the origin of the
conducting paths, we analyzed the Al/PI/MLG/PI/Al layers
with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Figure 4(c)
shows Al elements as yellow, indicating no Al penetration
into the active layer. Figure 4(d) shows carbon elements as
purple. Carbon is the major element in the active layers
of PI/MLG/PI. The reason that no difference was observed
between PI layers and graphene film in the active layers in
figure 4(d) is because both materials (PI and graphene) are
composed of carbon elements and our EDX was not able
to distinguish the thin graphene film from neighboring PI
layers. The important thing is that no Al filamentary metallic
paths were found in the active layers, which suggests that
the filamentary paths formed with the rich carbon within
PI/MLG/PI layers contributed to the high current flow at
the ON state. No metallic elements that were formed by the
electrodes were observed within the organic layers. Thus, it
can be concluded that the carbon-rich filamentary conducting
paths contributed to the high current flow in the ON state.
We also investigated the memory performance and
statistical uniformity of our memory devices. The retention
time is an important memory parameter that is used to
evaluate memory performance. As shown in figure 5(a),
the memory devices showed stable characteristics over
104 s with no significant current fluctuations. A statistical
cell-to-cell uniformity analysis was performed to confirm
reliable memory operation. Figure 5(b) shows the cumulative
probabilities of the ON and OFF states in 30 randomly
selected operating cells. Although the OFF states were
relatively broad, the ON states were well separated from the
OFF states, allowing the two states to be distinguished.

Al electrodes), and the ON current state was sustained by
localized carbon-rich filamentary current paths.
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